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In this insightful biography, John Carter Cash paints a very personal portrait of his fatherÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s

rich inner life, exploring Johnny CashÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s creative spirit, his fundamentally loving nature, and

his inspiring persistence. A record of a deep and ongoing conversation between father and son,

House of Cash documents Johnny CashÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s drive to live deliberately as he worked to

determine his values, share them with those close to him, and reaffirm them on a daily basis. Topics

covered include the nature of creativity, the responsibilities that come with fatherhood and

friendship, the need for humility and morality, the value of reading, and the obligation we all have to

sympathize with the downtrodden. This is an extremely personal biography of a deeply passionate

soul whose music sprang from the way he lived. Previously published in an expanded coffee-table

edition, this reprint makes John Carter CashÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s moving biography available to a wider

audience both print and e-book.
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"Even in death, Johnny Cash remains a larger-than-life figure. The legendary figure's only son, John

Carter Cash, knows that narrative well. Yet in his own memoir, House of Cash: The Legacies of My

Father, Johnny Cash, the 45-year-old shows a more personal side of his dad."&#151;Rolling Stone

John Carter Cash is the only son of John R. Cash and June Carter Cash and has produced five

Grammy Award-Winning albums. He owns and operates the Cash Cabin Studio and Cash

Productions LLC and lives in Hendersonville, TN.



"House of Cash" is a celebration of Johnny Cash's life as presented by his son, John Carter Cash.

My step-father is a huge Johnny Cash fan and this was the perfect birthday gift for him. The

hardback edition is a fairly large book with an appropriately worn looking cover design that looks

great on my parent's coffee table.While I have heard a lot of his music (often while visiting my

parents), I knew next to nothing about the man. This book gives a good bit of in-sight into his life, his

way of thinking, his music, and his faith. Johnny Cash was a very deep man and I am amazed at the

amount of inspirational material he left for his son to use in putting together this tribute. The book

contains copies of hand written notes, reproductions of important documents, and many personal

photos. Just a note of caution as a lot of the included material are odd sized compared to the

standard pages and not all are attached, so so care should taken when going through it (small

children might be tempted to remove some of the smaller notes). All of this is great material is tied

together by a son's detailed accounts and recollection of his larger than life father.This is a solid hit

for fans and is even interesting reading for those with a casual interest in "The Man In Black".Highly

Recommended!CFH

Im a huge Johnny Cash fan, I've read and loved a ton of books about his life but I did not love this

book. He tells a couple stories in here that were alright, but mainly I felt the author came off as

entitled and somewhat brattyÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€¹. I loved Marshall Grant's I was there when it

happened ...(can't say enough great things about this one) book of their story, Peggy Knight's inside

the house of Cash and Johnny Cash's autobiography Cash were also excellent reads full of

amazing but sometimes heartbreaking stories and wonderful photos. Don't waste your time and

money on this one!

Now I'm a BIG Johnny Cash fan and I have collected a few items over my lifetime. Yes, it's true, I've

been a lifelong fan and this book is right up there with the autograph I got back a concert in Queens

NY, a true treasure. This book holds so many personal items from Johnny Cash's life. He was a

simple man with a not so simple life at times. Thank you John Carter Cash for an amazing glimpse

into your Dad's personal world! Long Live The Man In Black

I have a fairly large library of books, many of them from , and have been a book-lover all my life.

Never have I seen a book quite like this one. As the other reviewers stated, it is not only chock full of

pictures and stories as I expected, but there were some really neat surprises, like his homemade



valentine to June, and his recipe cards. This is really special, you have have to see it to appreciate

it. It will no doubt be a big seller this Christmas and what a great present it will be, even to casual

fans. My sister ordered it for me, just as a no-occasion surprise gift, and it arrived today. This one is

a keeper for sure. One thing I noticed though, one of the other reviewers mentioned a CD that came

with the book. I haven't found that in my book, unless it is hidden away somewhere within the

pages. I'll keep looking.

A great book by John Carter Cash. He really tells his side of growing up Cash. Great stories of his

dad. I would recommend this book to any Johnny Cash fan!!!!!!!

This book is truly amazing! It is unique with so many pages of handwritten notes, songs, and

reflections, etc. from John R Cash. His son does a fantastic job of writing an honest account of

having Cash as a father...loving, but not perfect (like most of us parents). I wasn't old enough to see

Cash at a Billy Graham revival, but thanks to You Tube I was able to watch him and June give their

testimonies. I learned so much from his son's first hand account of Cash and definitely gained even

more respect for Cash as a man, father, son, brother, husband, friend, grandfather, and history

changing entertainer/singer/songwriter. Well done!!!

Oh My WORD... THIS BOOK is, well I have NO WORDS. I have cried, I have Laughed, and I have

FELT like I have LIVED as part of Johnny Cash since I have LOOKED at this BOOK.I have used

Recipe's in this book, which are AWESOME! Written by the Man himself!Totally worth the money! It

should cost MORE!!! I would pay more!GET IT!!! YOU know YOU want it!!! It will be worth the

pocket change! Promise. If you are not happy, send me a message and I will BUY it from you when

you finish it... BUT I want ALL THE Love notes, recipe's and DIPLOMA's that are in the BOOK,

OK???Thanks ;-)

I enjoyed this insightful biography of one of my favourite artists to date. Jonny Cash. The fact that it

was so lovingly written by his son made it even more interesting and a must read for fans past

present and future.
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